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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE: As you are reading this there are 5 or 6 carloads of
your fellow FCC members are on a photo trip to Pennsylvania, Eastern State
Penitentiary and Longwood Gardens plus other photo opportunities. This is a
good way to kick off the summer. Although we do not have newsletters in July
and August keep in mind there will be 4 meetings as listed below. If other
photo trips are planned members will be emailed with the information.
photoJoe Crupi
Thanks to Nominating committee chair, Tony Copetta the results are inCongratulations to our new board of officers for the 2017-2018 season:
Preseident Joe Crupi, V.P.– Dorothy Gist, Treasurer—Norman Eng, and
Secretary—Louise DeStefano. Best of luck to all We know the club cannot
run without these and many other volunteers in FCC.

7th —competition -Best of the Best – for Images of the Year —
-

3 Judges: Yevonne Berger, Eli Rivera & a surprise judge.

21st –Our Annual Awards Dinner. Did you buy your tickets yet?

All rights reserved.
We are a 501C3 org.

Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, Auditorium 5th Fl., 45
Ave & Parsons Blvd., Flushing.
Park on street or in lot across
the street from Hospital.FREE
but Parking ticket MUST be
validated by the Camera Club.
Call to confirm meeting date.
Dues: $40.00 for individual
$60.00 for family;$20.00 for
students: up to 23 yrs.old.

5th and 19th- Photoshop lessons bring your lap top.

2nd and 16th- Continued photoshop.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2017 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.
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CORRECTION FROM LAST ISSUE:

Whoever wrote the article on my comments regarding my 15 minute presentation on
Event Photography made a few errors. I actually read a statement during the
presentation. Arlene was born and raised in Brooklyn in a Jewish Orthodox home.
Her grandparents were Russian immigrants. So she was not a person looking for a
religion, but someone who re-connected with her religion. I advised her to reconnect
with her faith because she was experiencing some challenges.
When I told her that I was going to do this assignment she told me, "make sure you
mention that I grew up in Brooklyn in an Orthodox home."
Uris

FCC DINNER by Dorothy Gist
FCC’s 46th Annual Awards Dinner: Flagship Diner, 138-30 Queens Blvd., Briarwood (north of Hillside Ave.), Wednesday,
June 21, 2017; 6:30 – 10:30pm.
Reservations: Give to Joe Caruso with your entrée reservation and check by deadline: June 7
ENTREES: chicken francaise, salmon, sole or scrod (based on availability), sliced steak, linguine/veggies. Oven roasted
potatoes, sautéed string beans, salad, bread basket with pop overs, cookies/danishes, coffee, tea, soda. Cash Bar. XX
AWARDS: Photographers of the Year; Images of the Year
I’M ALIVE: exciting multi-media presentation by Ivan Rothman: professional award-winning photographer. I’m Alive includes
wildlife from around the world including pandas and indigenous apes from Ivan’s recent China trip …and it’s all with music
Ivan will have available cd copies of his E-Book: "Organization and Optimizing Your Images” that includes: Photoshop,
Lightroom, and loads of other camera tips for out in the field photography. The price is $14.00 (cash or check).
RAFFLES: Will add to the fun of the evening and should be gently used or new photo-related donations. Tom Mrwik will
gladly receive your donations. Suggestions: gift certificate, picture frame, flash card, photo books/cd/dvd, photo editing
equipment, diffusers, print paper, photo print, filters, other photo equipment, etc.
DINNER COMMITTEE: If you have questions, please contact any member: Dorothy Gist, Chair; Joe Caruso, Tony Coppeta,
Louise DeStefano, Marty Fleischer, Tom Mrwik, Michael Sender
Tony Coppeta at Southeast Queens Camera Club, by Dorothy Gist
Tony and I traveled together for his presentation at Southeast Queens Camera Club
in May: "Smart Phone (Mobile) Photography.” It was an interactive evening as Tony
shared his photos and the available editing tools through Prisma and Snapseed.
He was warmly received and after the presentation, he was still answering
questions. Several members said they planned to go home and download the two
apps to strengthen their images.
Tony shared his remarkable teaching skills and included all in the dialogue. Everyone
went home with new skills and it was an evening that was enjoyed by all.

Leonard Victor Competition

by Uris McKay
June 2, 2017, 6:00 PM @ Plainview Old Bethpage Public Library, 999 Old Country Road, Plainview, New
York 516 938-0077.
Images that received 23 or more from PFLI Competitions during the season are eligible for submission
Digital images should have been submitted up to midnight on Monday, May 29, 2017. Dick Hunt
emphasized that any digital image submitted after midnight will not be accepted.
This year there are six (6) judges, not nine (9) as in previous years. The committee would like to complete
this event by 9 PM.
If you have never attended a PFLI competition this is a great opportunity to see the very best of the
images submitted by all participating clubs like FCC. All our members are encouraged to attend and
perhaps learn what judges are looking for in submitted images.
This just in– John Baratta was admitted to the hospital again and is undergoing a variety of tests. Keep him in your thoughts and prayers.
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We had some super presentations in the month of May.
Barbara Shea gave us her presentation on “
Compositions Outside the Camers” The audience paid
close attention to learn how to perform many procedures
to improve an image.

As promised we had the famous John Bruno return and teach
us how he changes backgrounds in an image. First by saving a
collection of backgrounds and skys and clouds. Then John
detailed the intricate procedures necessary to select the main
subject and then to change out a poor or bland background for
one that pops. We now see how he gets those award winning
images. And hopefully we learned how to improve our work
also.

We had William Lopez tell us “How I got the shot”. William showed
us several tricks he used as well as HDR to really punch up his
images. He also revealed his special location for the night shot
shown.

We ended the month with a presentation by Helen Repstad. Helen
overcame last minute computer problems that necessitated a
changed topic. Helen demonstrated how to use “layers” and was
able to answer many questions from the audience who hopefully now
have a better understanding of how to use layers in their post
processing.

Happy Birthday
Bell Smith

Bell Smith’s 90th Birthday Celebration by Dorothy Gist
Bell Smith celebrated her 90th birthday at Grand Rehab’s
Cozy Cafe on May 27…and what an event. In addition to
FCC members, the priest and members from Grace
Episcopal Church, Whitestone, were there: approximately
30 attendees. It was a sit-down affair with a toast, food,
desserts, gifts …and lots of laughter. - Bell’s Grand
Rehab roommate, June, was there and the choir from her
church stopped by and sang a beautiful selection for Bell.
- Karen Lanzillo, Bell’s friend and former FCC member,
handled the arrangements with members of Grace
Church, and it was deeply appreciated by Bell as she was
remembered on this special day.

Photos by
Ettore Trauzzi
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Judge:Leon Hertzson
Dark Blue indicates “Photographer of the Year” award for 1ar 2nd and 3rd
place in each category
A Minimum score of 18 is required.
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B Group

POINTS

IMAGES

Salon Group

POINTS

IMAGES

Georgina Eng

26

16

Joe Crupi

46

18

Conrad Tinney
Norman Eng
Belle Smith
Dave Gerhards
Susan Ma
Shelia Golden
Joseph Schutz

23
17.5
11
10.5
9
7
7

10
9
8
8
7
9
4

Bernard Huang
Dennis Golin
Tony Coppeta
Tom Mrwik
Andrew Silver
Lucy Pearce
Barbara Shea
Helen Repstad
Martin Fleischer
Russ Burden
Stan Strauss

45
42
40.5
38.5
38.5
36
36
34
31.5
23
12

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
8
5

Helen Repstad

39.5

18

William Lopez
Tony Coppeta
Roy Woelfel
Bernie Gellman
Archie Reyes
Dennis Golin
Tom Mrwik
Andrew Silver
Stan Strauss

35.5
32.5
23
15.5
4.5
4
4
3
1

16
17
16
7
3
2
2
2
1

IOM

A Group

Creative Group

Itallics indicate advancing from A to Salon Group

IOM

Terry Chen

44.5

18

Sherre Lin
William Lopez
Henry SzcZepanski
Ken Whitehead
Bernie Gellman
Louise DeStefano
Roy Woelfel
Archie Reyes
Uris McKay
Adam Holstein
Irene Oftring
John Baratta
Rich DeDalto

41.5
39.5
38
37
35
34.5
32
30
26.5
7.5
7.5
7
6.5

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
15
18
4
3
4
4

IOM

Compiled by Marty Fleischer and Helen Repstad
Congratulations to all those winners and those advancing
to the Salon Group
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B= A small restaurant, Susan Ma

Salon= Rice Field, Bernard Huang

A= walking in the snow, Sherre Lin

Creative= The Runner, William Lopez
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DPA William Lopez

Childhood in the M etropolis

24

DPB Terry Chen

Carry Food home

24

DPA Bernard Huang

fish boat

23

DPB Irene Oftring

iris

23

DPA Andrew Silver

Great Egret

23

DPB Conrad Tinney

Watchful eye

22

DPA Dennis Golin

Desert Paradise

23

DPB Bernie Gellman

East River

22

DPB Roy Woelfel

Jerry

22

DPA Ken Whitehead

WHITE FLOWER

23

DPB Sheila Golden

Winding Staircase

22

DPA Sherre Lin

two worlds

23

DPA Barbara Shea

OWL

22

DPB Henry SzcZepanski

Crossing the Sky

21

DPA Joe Crupi

Spare the Rod

22

DPB Louise Destefano

Allpinia_2

21

DPA Lucy Pearce

In The Prairie

22

DPB Uris McKay

Jannine

21

DPA Helen Repstad

spoonbill

22

DPB Archie Reyes

Trees

20

DPB Belle Smith

Yellow

20

DPA Tom Mrwik

Young Skimmer

22

DPB Susan Ma

hose after snow st

20

DPA Tony Coppeta

Golden Doodle

22

DPB John Baratta

Flying Flame

18

DPA Martin Fleischer

Blizzard Girl

21

CRE William Lopez

GWB Night

22

CRE Roy Woelfel

Sail

22

CRE Tony Coppeta

Rusty Fish

22

CRE Helen Repstad

lotus

21

CRE Bernie Gellman

twins

21

Join your fellow FCC club members at this fantastic weekend.

Learn more on their web site http://www.neccc.org/
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Tim Grey addresses a question from a photographer in another edition of the Ask Tim Grey
eNewsletter.
http://timgrey.me/grey170621
QUESTION: I was always taught that the High Pass filter was a superior method of sharpening in
Photoshop. And although I was aware of it, I didn't use it much. I only learned recently that with a very small radius and use of the
Hard Light mode, I can produce significant, but not overly obvious, sharpening of images with a bit of blur. What are your thoughts
about High Pass? And is there a way to achieve any of these kinds of effective sharpening in Lightroom?
The "High Pass" technique is similar in overall effect to sharpening, depending on the settings used. In general practice it tends to
provide more of a midtone contrast enhancement for accentuating detail, rather than a true sharpening effect. Lightroom provides
similar options with Clarity and Dehaze
Sharpening involves (in a very general way) enhancing contrast where contrast already exists. In the context of a typical motivation for
sharpening, that involves enhancing the contrast for fine details in an image in order to improve the perceived sharpness of the image

Of course, it is also possible to "expand" that sharpening effect across a larger area so that instead of sharpening fine
detail you are enhancing overall midtone contrast, reducing the appearance of haze, and adding impact to the photo in the
process. This is really just a variation on a theme when it comes to sharpening.
Because there are different motivations for applying a sharpening effect (among other reasons), there are seemingly
countless approaches you can take to improve perceived sharpness, increase the appearance of detail, and reduce the
appearance of haze in an image. The "High Pass" technique is one of those.
The High Pass approach to sharpening (or detail enhancement) involves duplicating the Background image layer, changing
the blend mode for the duplicate layer to one of the "contrast" options (such as Overlay or Hard Light), and then applying
the High Pass filter to that duplicate layer (with a Radius value of somewhere around 10 pixels, though the optimal setting
can vary significantly).
This approach can be very beneficial for enhancing overall detail with minimal risk of problematic halos in the image. As
such, it is a technique I highly recommend. I would simply add that it isn't really an alternative to sharpening in most cases,
but rather something of a creative effect.
As for Lightroom (or Adobe Camera Raw), you can achieve a very similar effect to the High Pass sharpening technique by
using a positive value for the Clarity adjustment, or for the Dehaze adjustment. The Dehaze adjustment is primarily focused
on reducing the appearance of haze in a photo, while the Clarity adjustment is more focused on overall midtone contrast
and enhancement of texture and detail.
RUSS BURDEN TIPS
Importance of Going Vertical
If you know me, you know two of my favorite expressions: “It’s All About The Light” and “Exhaust All Possibilities.” With
regards to the second, one way to Exhaust All Possibilities is to photograph almost every subject both vertically and
horizontally. Note I emphasized “almost every subject” in that there are some where a vertical orientation is a given.
Think of a tree - if it’s your intention to fill the frame with just the tree and the camera is held horizontally, a lot of extra
image area has to be included. If the sky behind it is dramatic and you need to go wide, that’s a different story. With the
obvious stated, let’s take a look at some given vertical scenarios.
Fill The Frame: If a subject is taller than it is wide, orient the camera vertically. Subjects that readily come to mind are
full body portraits, sky scrapers, giraffes, and trees. To test the theory, make images of each of these subjects with the
camera held horizontally and be sure to include the entire subject. Now do the same vertically. Note two things in
particular: a) the horizontal image forces you to include extra subject matter to the left or right of the subject; b) the
vertical capture forces you to zoom the lens to a longer focal length. With this in mind, be prepared to use telephoto
zooms. A huge advantage is there’s less chance to include background distractions. Given another one of my favorite
expressions, “The background is equally as important as the subject,” you understand why eliminating a background
distraction is beneficial.
Reflections: A vertical subject reflected in water doubles the value for your money. When
photographing wildlife, it’s a huge benefit in that you don’t need as long a lens to get frame filling
captures. This helps eliminate throwing away precious pixels as the file may not need as much
cropping. With the reflection included in the image, you’re doubling the size of the subject.
Impact: A photo made in a vertical format commands more power. The reason is psychologically
based. Think back to the times when your parents or teachers told you to stand up tall. It implies
stronger stature. Think of the expression, “Stand up for yourself.” It’s not lie down for yourself as
this implies you’re giving up or surrendering. A horizontal format is reserved for times of rest,
peacefulness and sleep - it’s done in a lying down position.
To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris to Tanzania.

Please visit www.russburdenphotography.com
to get more information http://russburden.cmail20.com/t/d-l-krhydyy-dhiildju-p/

